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Criminology
"Feminist criminology grew out of the Women's Movement of the 1970s, in response to the
male dominance of mainstream criminology - which meant that not only were women largely
excluded from carrying out criminological research, they were also barely considered as
subjects of that research. In this volume, Claire Renzetti traces the development of feminist
criminology from the 1970s to the present, examining the diversity of feminisms which have
developed: liberal feminist criminology Marxist, radical and socialist feminist criminologies
structured action theory left realism postmodern feminism black/multiracial feminist
criminology. She shows how these perspectives have made a great impact on the discipline,
the academy, and the criminal justice system, but also highlights the limitations of this
influence. How far has feminist criminology transformed research and knowledge production,
education, and practice? And how can feminist criminologists continue to shape the future of
the discipline?" -- Provided by publisher.
An indispensable resource for all levels, this handbook provides up-to-date, in-depth
summaries of the most important theories in criminology. Provides original, cutting-edge, and
in-depth summaries of the most important theories in criminology Covers the origins and
assumptions behind each theory, explores current debates and research, points out knowledge
gaps, and offers directions for future research Encompasses theory, research, policy, and
practice, with recommendations for further reading at the end of each essay Features
discussions of broad issues and topics related to the field, such as the correlates of crime,
testing theory, policy, and prediction Clearly and accessibly written by leading scholars in the
field as well as up-and-coming scholars
This ninth edition of "Criminology" thoroughly examines crime in a broad context, looking
closely at the socioeconomic sources of crime and the organization of criminal behavior. This
distinctive approach offers readers a uniquely broad-based perspective and advances the
overall understanding of crime. This new edition includes up-to-date and topical material-for
example, the motives of suicide bombers and the looting after the 2004 tsunami-to engage
students and demonstrate the relevance of criminology in contemporary society.
The book will synthesize and integrate better what are often disparate ideas, themes, and
methods across substantive areas of white-collar crime and criminology and criminal justice.
The book also puts together critical and emerging topics within criminology and criminal justice
that have important implications for the study of white-collar crime and criminology/criminal
justice more generally.
What is the role and value of criminology in a democratic society? How do, and how should, its
practitioners engage with politics and public policy? How can criminology find a voice in an
agitated, insecure and intensely mediated world in which crime and punishment loom large in
government agendas and public discourse? What collective good do we want criminological
enquiry to promote? In addressing these questions, Ian Loader and Richard Sparks offer a
sociological account of how criminologists understand their craft and position themselves in
relation to social and political controversies about crime, whether as scientific experts, policy
advisors, governmental players, social movement theorists, or lonely prophets. They examine
the conditions under which these diverse commitments and affiliations arose, and gained or
lost credibility and influence. This forms the basis for a timely articulation of the idea that
criminology’s overarching public purpose is to contribute to a better politics of crime and its
regulation. Public Criminology? offers an original and provocative account of the condition of,
and prospects for, criminology which will be of interest not only to those who work in the fields
of crime, security and punishment, but to anyone interested in the vexed relationship between
social science, public policy and politics.
With its uniquely student-focused approach and authoritative coverage of all key topics, The
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Oxford Textbook on Criminology is the essential companion to exploring crime and criminal
justice. It acts as an energising springboard, equipping readers with the skills to form their own
views and the confidence to see themselves as valued criminologists.
Over the last two decades, there has been increased interest in the distribution of crime and
other antisocial behavior at lower levels of geography. The focus on micro geography and its
contribution to the understanding and prevention of crime has been called the 'criminology of
place'. It pushes scholars to examine small geographic areas within cities, often as small as
addresses or street segments, for their contribution to crime. Here, the authors describe what
is known about crime and place, providing the most up-to-date and comprehensive review
available. Place Matters shows that the study of criminology of place should be a central focus
of criminology in the twenty-first century. It creates a tremendous opportunity for advancing our
understanding of crime, and for addressing it. The book brings together eighteen top scholars
in criminology and place to provide comprehensive research expanding across different
themes.
This book explores the role of theory and research in criminology. Adopting a unique and
refreshing approach to criminological theory, this book focuses on the great debates in
criminology from its inception as a field to the present day. It explores the debates that have
motivated criminological thought, that have represented turning points in theoretical and
empirical trajectories, that have offered mini-paradigm shifts, and that have moved the field
forward. Coverage includes: Classical Debates, including the work of Lombroso, Durkheim and
Sutherland, Sociological vs. psychological debates in criminology, Control theory and cultural
deviance theory, Criminal career and trait-based theory, Theory testing in criminology, Critical
theories in criminology, Debates on the state of criminology and criminal justice, Policy issues
in criminology. Each chapter explores several key debates, summarizes key points, and offers
a discussion of its current empirical status. This book is novel in emphasising the role of
debate in criminology and offering an enlightening synthesis of theorists and their perspectives.
It is essential reading for students taking courses on criminological theory and teachers of
those theories. A companion website will include a sample syllabus, PowerPoint lecture slides,
examples of assignments, and a test bank with sample exams for instructors, and video and
website links, a glossary of important terms, audio content, and study guides for students.
In the fourth edition of Essential Criminology, authors Mark M. Lanier, Stuart Henry, and Desire
.M. Anastasia build upon this best-selling critical review of criminology, which has become
essential reading for students of criminology in the 21st century. Designed as an alternative to
overly comprehensive, lengthy, and expensive introductory texts, Essential Criminology is, as
its title implies, a concise overview of the field. The book guides students through the various
definitions of crime and the different ways crime is measured. It then covers the major theories
of crime, from individual-level, classical, and rational choice to biological, psychological, social
learning, social control, and interactionist perspectives. In this latest edition, the authors
explore the kind of criminology that is needed for the globally interdependent twenty-first
century. With cutting-edge updates, illustrative real-world examples, and new study tools for
students, this text is a necessity for both undergraduate and graduate courses in criminology.
The field of environmental criminology is a staple theoretical framework in contemporary
criminological theory. With this book, Martin Andresen presents the first comprehensive and
sole-authored textbook on this influential and compelling school of criminological thought. He
covers a wide range of topics, including: the origins of environmental criminology; the primary
theoretical frameworks, such as routine activity theory, geometric theory of crime, rational
choice theory, and the pattern theory of crime; the practical application of environmental
criminology; an examination of how theories are operationalized and tested; policy implications
for the practice of crime prevention. As well as these "popular topics", Andresen also discusses
also a number of topics that are at the leading edge of research within environmental
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criminology. This text will be ideal for courses on crime prevention, where students are often
encouraged to consider policy problems and apply theory to practice. This book offers up
environmental criminology as a theoretical framework for making sense of complex
neighbourhood problems, meaning that it will be perfect for modules on geography of crime,
crime analysis and indeed, environmental criminology. It would also be a good supplement for
courses on criminological theory.
Criminology: The Essentials, Third Edition, by Anthony Walsh and Cody Jorgensen, introduces
students to major theoretical perspectives and criminology topics in a concise, easy-to-read
format. This straightforward overview of the major subject areas in criminology still thoroughly
covers the most up-to-date advances in theory and research. In the new full-color Third
Edition, special features have been added to engage the reader in thinking critically about
concepts in criminology.
Presents the stories, musings, advice and conclusions of well-known criminologists about their
research and their careers. Provides readers with suggestions about how to manage their
professional lives. Contributors include Frank Cullen, Julius Debro, Don Gibbons, John Irwin,
Mac Klein, Gary Marx, Joan McCord, Richard Quinney, Frank Scarpitti, Jim Short, Rita Simon,
Charles Tuttle and Jackson Toby.
Criminology, or the study of crime, has developed rapidly as a subject in recent years, while
crime and the problem of how to respond to it have become major concerns for society as a
whole. This book provides a succinct, highly readable - and much needed - introduction to
criminology for those who want to learn more, whether they are already studying the subject,
thinking of doing so, or just interested to discover what criminology is about. Introducing
Criminology begins by asking basic questions: what is crime? what is criminology?, before
examining the ways in which crime has been studied, and looking at the main approaches and
schools of thought within criminology and how these have been developed. The authors focus
particularly upon attempts to understand and explain crime by the disciplines of psychology
and sociology, and consider also the impact of feminist and postmodern thought on the
development of the subject. In the second part of the book the authors take three very different
topics to illustrate themes raised in the first half of the book, exploring the particular issues
raised by each topic, and showing how criminologists have gone about their work.
Concise, current, and affordable, best-selling CRIMINOLOGY: THE CORE, Fifth Edition
delivers cutting-edge coverage in a succinct, reader-friendly paperback. Author Larry Siegel
guides users through the fast-paced field of criminology, its most current research, and
fascinating examples that help readers truly understand criminological theory. The book
effectively uses real-world material to clarify criminology's concepts and theories. Highlighting
the interdisciplinary nature of the field, it also offers unbiased coverage of even the most
controversial issues--enabling readers to form their own opinions. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Known for its unique blend of social science and legal research, Crime and Criminology,
Fifteenth Edition uses an interdisciplinary approach to bring a sprawling subject into sharp
relief. From the history and theory of criminal law to today’s hot-button topics, leading scholar
Reid clearly explains to students how criminology affects and relates to criminal justice
policies. Key Features: An effective and unique balance of social science and legal research.
Media Focus and Global Focus boxes that give context to theories with discussions of current,
real-life events. Student-friendly chapter outlines, chapter summaries, key terms, exhibits,
study questions, and Internet assignments. Case excerpts and related material organized in a
supplement to make the book more flexible for a variety of class structures. New material on:
medical marijuana, mental illness, cybercrime, crimes by and against the police, and the
impact of gender and race in sentencing decisions.
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The fourth edition of best-selling Criminology: Theory, Research, and Policy discusses criminal
behavior and explores the factors that contribute to crime as well as the social reactions to
crime. The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images or content found in the
physical edition.
How is social media changing contemporary understandings of crime and injustice, and what
contribution can it make to justice-seeking? Abuse on social media often involves betrayals of
trust and invasions of privacy that range from the public circulation of intimate photographs to
mass campaigns of public abuse and harassment using platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
8chan and Reddit – forms of abuse that disproportionately target women and children. Crime,
Justice and Social Media argues that online abuse is not discontinuous with established
patterns of inequality but rather intersects with and amplifies them. Embedded within social
media platforms are inducements to abuse and harass other users who are rarely provided
with the tools to protect themselves or interrupt the abuse of others. There is a relationship
between the values that shape the technological design and administration of social media,
and those that inform the use of abuse and harassment to exclude and marginalise diverse
participants in public life. Drawing on original qualitative research, this book is essential
reading for students and scholars in the fields of cyber-crime, media and crime, cultural
criminology, and gender and crime.
Rural crime is a fast growing area of interest among scholars in criminology. From studies of
agricultural crime in Australia, to violence against women in Appalachia America, to poaching
in Uganda, to land theft in Brazil -- the criminology community has come to recognize that
crime manifests itself in rural localities in ways that both conform to and challenge conventional
theory and research. For the first time, Rural Criminology brings together contemporary
research and conceptual considerations to synthesize rural crime studies from a critical
perspective. This book dispels four rural crime myths, challenging conventional criminological
theories about crime in general. It also examines both the historical development of rural crime
scholarship, recent research and conceptual developments. The third chapter recreates the
critical in the rural criminology literature through discussions of three important topics:
community characteristics and rural crime, drug use, production and trafficking in the rural
context, and agricultural crime. Never before has rural crime been examined comprehensively,
using any kind of theoretical approach, whether critical or otherwise. Rural Criminology does
both, pulling together in one short volume the diverse array of empirical research under the
theoretical umbrella of a critical perspective. This book will be of interest to those studying or
researching in the fields of rural crime, critical criminology and sociology.
"Sylvan's thesis furnishes far more of the same valued experiences than is usually realized:
ritual activity, communal ceremony, a philosophy and worldview, a code for living one's life, a
cultural identity, a social structure, a sense of belonging, and crucially, Sylvan argues
encounters with the numinous." —Journal of Religion Most studies of the religious significance
of popular music focus on music lyrics, offering little insight into the religious aspects of the
music itself. Traces of the Spirit examines the religious dimensions of popular music
subcultures, charting the influence and religious aspects of popular music in mainstream
culture today and analyzing the religious significance of the audience's experiences, rituals,
and worldviews. Sylvan contends that popular music subcultures serve the function of religious
communities and represent a new and significant religious phenomenon. Drawing on
ethnographic fieldwork using interviews and participant observation, Sylvan examines such
subcultures as the Deadheads, raves and their participants, metalheads, and Hip Hop culture.
Based on these case studies, he offers a comprehensive theoretical framework in which to
study music and popular culture. In addition, he traces the history of West African possession
religion from Africa to the diaspora to its integration into American popular music in such
genres as the blues, rock and roll, and contemporary musical youth subcultures.
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Fundamentals of Research in Criminology and Criminal Justice, Fourth Edition introduces
students to the multifaceted subject of research methods and shows them why research is
important in the field of criminology and criminal justice. This brief version of Ronet Bachman
and Russell K. Schutt’s successful textbook (The Practice of Research in Criminology and
Criminal Justice) simplifies complex concepts with real-world research examples found in
everyday experiences in the criminology and criminal justice professions. The thoroughly
updated Fourth Edition of this bestseller reflects the most recent developments in research
methods, including the use of big data, increased coverage of crime mapping, evidence-based
and web-based research, along with the most current research examples impacting the field.
This is an excellent introductory text for undergraduate research courses, and is ideal for
students who want to understand how and why criminal justice research is done to become
critical consumers of research.
The bestselling text on the market--now in its Twelfth Edition--CRIMINOLOGY: THEORIES,
PATTERNS, AND TYPOLOGIES delivers the most comprehensive, in-depth analysis of
criminological theory and crime typologies available. In addition to its unparalleled breadth and
depth of coverage, the text is unrivaled in its strong research base and currency. The chapters
in Part Three (Crime Typologies) focus on some of the hottest issues in the field today: green
crime, transnational crime, and cybercrime. Packed with real-world illustrations, the Twelfth
Edition is completely updated and includes cutting-edge seminal research, up-to-the-minute
policy, newsworthy examples, and hundreds of new references. Renowned for his unbiased
presentation of theories, issues, and controversies, Dr. Siegel encourages students to weigh
the evidence and form their own conclusions. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Criminology is known for its lucid style, student-oriented approach, and interdisciplinary
perspective. This text discusses criminological problems, their origins, and possible solutions in
a clear, practical, straightforward fashion. Students develop a thorough understanding of
today’s issues in criminology and are prepared to address and resolve the issues of tomorrow.
The eighth edition continues to incorporate the latest findings from criminological research into
terrorism, while expanding coverage of new white-collar and corporate crimes related to the
current economic downturn. New research and statistical information include coverage of
neuro-criminology, evidence-based criminology, and much more.
This highly acclaimed criminology text presents an up-to-date review and analysis of
criminological theories. It incorporates current examples of deterrence research regarding
crimes such as domestic violence, drunk driving, and capital punishment, and features thoughtprovoking discussion of the relativity of crime. The authors explore the crime problem, its
context, and the causes of crime. Extensive discussion of evolving laws is included, and while
the prevalence of the scientific method in the field of criminology is highlighted, the impact of
ideology on explanations of crime is the cornerstone of the book. This new edition includes
extensive revision of Chapter 6, now titled "Biosocial Theories of Crime," retaining much of the
thoughtful historical discussion of earlier editions, but incorporating a substantial expansion of
current biological research integrated with both social and biological variables. In addition,
Chapter 10, "Recent Developments in Criminological Theory," offers an expanded treatment of
life-course criminology.
Why do people commit crimes? How do we control crime? The theories that criminologists use
to answer these questions are built on a number of underlying assumptions, including those
about the nature of crime, free will, human nature, and society. These assumptions have a
fundamental impact on criminology: they largely determine what criminologists study, the
causes they examine, the control strategies they recommend, and how they test their theories
and evaluate crime-control strategies. In Toward a Unified Criminology, noted criminologist
Robert Agnew provides a critical examination of these assumptions, drawing on a range of
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research and perspectives to argue that these assumptions are too restrictive, unduly limiting
the types of crime that are explored, the causes that are considered, and the methods of data
collection and analysis that are employed. As such, they undermine our ability to explain and
control crime. Agnew then proposes an alternative set of assumptions, drawing heavily on both
mainstream and critical theories of criminology, with the goal of laying the foundation for a
unified criminology that is better able to explain a broader range of crimes.

A unique text/reader that takes a comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach to
the study of criminology Providing an affordable alternative to the standard
textbook, this new edition of the authors’ popular text/reader provides instructors
and students the best of both worlds – authored text with carefully selected
accompanying readings. Now thoroughly updated with new articles, new content,
and new statistics, tables, and figures, this Second Edition provides an
interdisciplinary perspective on crime and criminality that incorporates the latest
theories, concepts, and research from sociology, psychology, genetics,
evolutionary biology, and the neurosciences. The new edition is divided into 15
sections that mirror chapters in a typical criminology textbook. New to This
Edition: A new Section 11 on Mass Murder and Terrorism makes coverage of
these high-interest topics even more accessible. Section 10 now focuses only on
murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, and domestic violence, making it
easier for students to absorb the material. New articles appear in the structural
theories section, the sections devoted to violent crime, and throughout the
text/reader as needed. The authors now more closely link sections on types of
crime to sections on theory to give readers a more cohesive understanding of the
connections between the two. Contemporary criminologists’ favored theories
(drawn from a survey of 770 criminologists) now appear in a table to give readers
insight into the professional opinion today on criminological theories. Features:
Each Section has a 15-page introduction (a "mini-chapter”) that contains
vignettes, photos, tables and graphs, end-of-chapter questions, and Web
exercises, followed by three to four supporting readings. Theory Section
introductions contain a unique table that compares and contrasts the theories
presented, while theory concluding sub-sections focus on policy and crime
prevention. A "How to Read a Research Article" guide (which appears prior to the
first reading) illustrates key aspects of a research article. The book’s readings
are drawn from carefully selected, edited journal articles appropriate for an
undergraduate audience.
Reflecting a diversity of thought and intellectual power, this unique volume
provides undergraduate students with an important historical context and
demonstrates the continuity of many issues in the fields of criminology and
criminal justice. Commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the American Society
of Criminology, this volume contains previously published articles by the society's
president-many of whom are the leading thinkers in the field. Articles examine the
philosophy of punishment, policing, the politics of crime and crime control,
criminological theory, drug use, white-collar crime, female crime, the study of
deviance, parole, prediction studies, and criminal justice policy.
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"This is one of the best texts I have seen in a while...It makes the world of
criminology less daunting and more relevant." —Allyson S. Maida, St. John’s
University Introduction to Criminology, Tenth Edition, is a comprehensive
introduction to the study of criminology, focusing on the vital core areas of the
field—theory, method, and criminal behavior. With more attention to crime
typologies than most introductory texts, Hagan and Daigle investigate all forms of
criminal activity, such as organized crime, white collar crime, political crime, and
environmental crime. The methods of operation, the effects on society and policy
decisions, and the connection between theory and criminal behavior are all
explained in a clear, accessible manner. A Complete Teaching & Learning
Package SAGE Premium Video Included in the interactive eBook! SAGE
Premium Video tools and resources boost comprehension and bolster analysis.
Preview a video now. Interactive eBook Includes access to SAGE Premium
Video, multimedia tools, and much more! Save when you bundle the interactive
eBook with the new edition. Order using bundle ISBN: 978-1-5443-6676-0. Learn
more. SAGE coursepacks FREE! Easily import our quality instructor and student
resource content into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and
save time. Learn more. SAGE edge FREE online resources for students that
make learning easier. See how your students benefit. .
Designed for introductory-level statistics courses, Understanding Statistics for the
Social Sciences, Criminal Justice, and Criminology presents the fundamentals of
statistics in a clear and simplified format. This accessible text addresses all of the
basics of statistical analysis while still providing the reader with the larger view of
statistics. The authors focus on calculating the basic formulas yet preserve
enough advanced material to prepare the student for further study. The book also
provides information on deciding when to use particular statistical analyses, how
to input and analyze data through programs such as Microsoft Excel and SPSS,
the interpretation of statistical output, and making conclusions based on those
results. The student-friendly and simplified presentation of Understanding
Statistics makes it the ideal introductory statistics text and will provide readers
with a strong foundation in statistics – conceptually and pragmatically.
Understanding Statistics for the Social Sciences, Criminal Justice, and
Criminology boasts a variety of in-text study aids, such as key terms, equation
summaries, exercises, end-of-chapter references, and suggested readings, and
an equation glossary; as well as a collection of online study tools housed on the
dedicated student companion website. The student-friendly presentation of the
material coupled with the rich variety of student and instructor resources make
Understanding Statistics the ideal introductory statistics text for undergraduate
students! Every new printed copy is packaged with full access to the student
companion website featuring a a rich variety of study tools! (eBook version does
not include access to the student companion website. Standalone access can be
purchased here http://www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781449649234/) Student
Resources: -Microsoft and Excel SPSS data sets -Companion website featuring:
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*interactive flashcards *interactive glossary *practice quiz (with answers) *student
data sets, in Excel and SPSS, that correlate to the chapter material *weblinks
This edited collection captures the expertise of scholars from the US, the UK,
Australia, and Canada to catalog the rise in visual approaches in criminology. It
presents examples of visual methods, uses, and approaches in criminology;
assesses the potential for new graphic approaches to collect, analyze, and
present data; and provides some analysis of the use of images in teaching, to
spur social critique, and guide policy translation. The collection visually connects
theory and practice by highlighting the work of criminologists who have embraced
the visual turn. Contributors explore the use of cognitive maps, concept and mind
maps, life history calendars, CCTV, life plots, GIS and hot spot research, policy
graphs, visual abstracts and research summaries,and other visual tools in the
context of criminology. Approaches building on visual sociology are also featured,
including a discussion of developments in documentary photography and film,
visual ethnography, and sensory phenomenology. The book is organized
thematically, with each chapter following logically upon the last, introducing
readers to a variety of visual approaches and their application in criminology. The
goals of this collected volume are three-fold. The first is to highlight how the
visual has been used in criminology historically to present data, contest meaning
and complicate social control, and make more transparent the research process.
The second is to work toward some sort of definitional consistency. While a
worthy endeavor, this remains elusive given the assortment of uses and varying
traditions from which visual criminology has emerged. The third is to try to think
clearly about the role of humility. This means a willingness to acknowledge an
epistemological framework and note the variety of limitations associated with
trying to understand in deep and meaningful ways. For visual criminology
specifically, it involves the recognition that part of the power of images (whatever
their construction), comes from whether we think they are beautiful or whether
and/or to what extent they disrupt our understanding in one way or another. This
interdisciplinary book will be of interest to criminologists, sociologists, visual
ethnographers, historians and those engaged with media studies. It is a valuable
supplementary text for courses in introductory criminology and criminal justice,
criminological theory, research methods, and other upper-level and senior
capstone courses.
"Foreword : Narrative criminology as the new mainstream / Shadd Maruna -Introduction : What is the story? / Lois Presser and Sveinung Sandberg -- The
rapist and the proper criminal : the exclusion of immoral others as narrative work
on the self / Thomas Ugelvik -- In search of respectability : narrative practice in a
women's prison in Quito, Ecuador / Jennifer Fleetwood -- Gendered narratives of
self, addiction, and recovery among women methamphetamine users / Jody
Miller, Kristin Carbone-Lopez, and Mikh V. Gunderman -- Moral habilitation and
the new normal : sexual offender narratives of posttreatment community
integration / Janice Victor and James B. Waldram -- "The race of pale men
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should increase and multiply" : religious narratives and Indian removal / Robert
M. Keeton -- Meeting the Djinn : stories of drug use, bad trips, and addiction /
Sveinung Sandberg and Sébastien Tutenges -- Telling moments : narrative hot
spots in accounts of criminal acts / Patricia E. O'Connor -- The shifting narratives
of violent offenders / Fiona Brookman -- Narrative criminology and cultural
criminology : shared biographies, different lives? / Kester Aspden and Keith J.
Hayward -- Narratives of tax evasion : the cultural legitimacy of harmful behavior /
Carlo Tognato -- Conclusion : Where to now? / Lois Presser and Sveinung
Sandberg."
From a look at classics likePsychoandDouble Indemnityto recent films
likeTrafficandThelma & Louise, Nicole Rafter and Michelle Brown show that
criminological theory is produced not only in the academy, through scholarly
research, but also in popular culture, through film.Criminology Goes to the
Moviesconnects with ways in which students are already thinking criminologically
through engagements with popular culture, encouraging them to use the
everyday world as a vehicle for theorizing and understanding both crime and
perceptions of criminality. The first work to bring a systematic and sophisticated
criminological perspective to bear on crime films, Rafter and Brown's book
provides a fresh way of looking at cinema, using the concepts and analytical tools
of criminology to uncover previously unnoticed meanings in film, ultimately
making the study of criminological theory more engaging and effective for
students while simultaneously demonstrating how theories of crime circulate in
our mass-mediated worlds. The result is an illuminating new way of seeing
movies and a delightful way of learning about criminology.
Explore the world of crime and punishment Police, forensics, and detective
stories dominate our TV screens and bookshelves—from fictional portrayals such
as Silence of the Lambs and Law and Order to lurid accounts of real-life supercriminals like Pablo Escobar and Al Capone. As well as being horribly
fascinating, knowledge of what makes criminals tick is crucial to governments,
who spend billions of dollars each year trying to keep their people safe.
Criminology brings disciplines like psychology, biology, and economics together
to help police and society solve crimes—and to prevent them before they even
happen. The new edition of Criminology For Dummies shines a light into the dark
recesses of the criminal mind and goes behind-the-scenes with society’s
response to crime, putting you right on the mean streets with cops and criminals
alike. Along the way, you’ll learn everything a rookie needs to survive, including
basic definitions of what a crime is and how it’s measured; common criminal
motivations, thinking, and traits; elementary crime-solving techniques; the effects
on and rights of victims; and more. Understand types of crime, from white-collar
to organized to terror attacks Follow law-enforcement officials and agencies as
they hunt the bad guys Meet key players in criminal justice and see how and why
the guilty are punished Check out jobs in the field Whether you plan to enter the
criminal justice field or just want to know more about what turns some people to
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the dark side—and how the thin blue line fights back—this is your perfect guide to
criminology basics.
Comprehensive and accessible, Tim Newburn’s bestselling Criminology provides
an introduction to the fundamental themes, concepts, theories, methods and
events that underpin the subject and form the basis for all undergraduate degree
courses and modules in Criminology and Criminal Justice. This third edition
includes: A new chapter on politics, reflecting the ever increasing coverage of
political influence and decision making on criminology courses New and updated
crime data and analysis of trends, plus new content on recent events such as the
Volkswagen scandal, the latest developments on historic child abuse, as well as
extended coverage throughout of the English riots A fully revised and updated
companion website, including exam, review and multiple choice questions, a live
Twitter feed from the author providing links to media and academic coverage of
events related to the concepts covered in the book, together with links to a
dedicated textbook Facebook page Fully updated to reflect recent developments
in the field and extensively illustrated, this authoritative text, written by a leading
criminologist and experienced lecturer, is essential reading for all students of
Criminology and related fields.
This book sets an agenda for the development of historical approaches to
criminology. It defines ‘historical criminology’, explores its characteristic
strengths and limitations, and considers its potential to enhance, revise and
fundamentally challenge dominant modes of thinking about crime and social
responses to crime. It considers the following questions: What is historical
criminology? What does thinking historically about crime and justice entail? How
is historical criminology currently practised? What are the advantages and
disadvantages of different approaches to historical criminology? How can
historical criminology reshape understandings of crime and social responses to
crime? How does thinking historically bear upon major theoretical, conceptual
and methodological questions in criminological research? What does thinking
historically have to offer criminological scholarship more broadly, and the uses of
criminology in the public realm? In this book, Churchill, Yeomans and Channing
situate ‘historical thinking’ at the heart of historical criminology, reveal the value
of historical research to criminology and argue that criminologists across the field
have much to gain from engaging in historical thinking in a more regular and
sustained way. This book is essential reading for all criminologists, as well as
students taking courses on theories, concepts and methods in criminology.
This book offers a short and accessible introduction to criminology. Written in a
clear and direct style, criminological theories are made more accessible for
undergraduates, and the workings of the criminal justice system are explained.
Students will learn not only how the criminal justice system works, but also how it
does not work. Beyond introducing students to the basics, the book provides a
persuasive argument that the criminal justice system we have in the United
States comes nowhere close to our ideals for justice, doing little good in terms of
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crime control, while doing great harm to minorities and the poor. Engaging and
far-ranging, this text offers a condensed approach to the key themes and debates
surrounding crime and justice, and covers definitions and measurements of
crime, criminological theories, crime typologies, and contemporary issues in the
criminal justice system. It includes chapters on: Criminological Methods and Data
Biological, Psychological, and Classical Theories of Crime Sociological Theories
of Crime Patterns of Crime The Police The Courts Corrections and the American
Prison System Written by an experienced textbook author, this book offers a
critical approach to the subjects discussed and draws on topical examples such
as Black Lives Matter, the militarization of the police, plea bargaining and the
War on Drugs. It is essential reading for Criminology courses within a Sociology
Major and will also be of interest to Criminal Justice majors, law students,
policymakers, and informed citizens.
The Fourth Edition of this highly successful text moves readers beyond oftenmistaken common-sense understandings of crime by providing a rich introduction
to how major scholars analyze crime. Criminological Theory: Context and
Consequences, Fourth Edition shows the real-world relevance of theory by
illuminating how ideas about crime play a prominent role in shaping crime-control
policies and compelling students to apply theories to the contemporary milieu.
"After reviewing dozens of books, this text provided the best basic foundation and
the study website is excellent." -Michelle Ronda, Marymount Manhattan College
The Sixth Edition of Introduction to Criminology: Theories, Methods, and Criminal
Behavior is a comprehensive introduction to the study of criminology, with a
chapter devoted to the criminal justice system. Valued and admired for the
author's easy-to-read writing style and the text's overall accessibility, this book
concentrates on the vital core of criminological theory-theory, method, and
criminal behavior-and successfully avoids an overly legal or crime control
orientation. Updated throughout and with a visually engaging new two-color
design, the Sixth Edition investigates all major forms of criminal activity, including
organized crime, white collar crime, political crime, and environmental crime.
Author Frank E. Hagan explains the methods of operation, the effects on society,
and how various theories account for criminal behavior. New to the Sixth Edition
Offers expanded treatment of theory: An additional theory chapter (Chapter 5)
explores psychological and biological theories, and the author has provided
additional coverage of Developmental/Life Course theory in Chapter 6. Presents
expanded detail on many types of crime: The book features comprehensive
treatment of all crime typologies. Provides broader coverage of crime in its
various forms: With major coverage of white collar, political, and organized crime,
the text fully addresses topics such as Warez software piracy, spies, assassins,
new organized crime groups, and major corporate scandals. Incorporates
updated and new "Crime Files" and "In the News" boxes: New captivating
examples include the Virginia Tech shootings; the BTK killer; Washington, DC
snipers; Red Lake Massacre; and the Hanssen Spy case. Includes a new final
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chapter on the criminal justice system (Chapter 14): This chapter provides a brief
overview to acquaint students who have not had a separate course on the justice
system. Features an updated photo program: Contemporary visual
representations bring to life the theories and crime typologies covered in the text.
Accompanied by High Quality Ancillaries Student Study Site at
www.sagepub.com/haganstudy: The study site includes self-quizzes, links to
interesting and useful audio and video files (NPR and PBS radio archives,
Frontline videos), carefully selected journal articles, Web research exercises, Eflashcards, and more. Instructors' Resources on CD-ROM: include a
computerized test bank, PowerPoint slides for each chapter, classroom activities,
and more. Qualified instructors can request a copy by contacting SAGE
Customer Care at 1.800.818.7243 (6am-5pm PT). Intended Audience This is an
excellent text for undergraduate courses such as Criminology, Deviant Behavior,
and Crime and Society in departments of criminal justice, criminology, and
sociology.
Criminology is a booming discipline, yet one which can appear divided and
fractious. In this rich and diverse collection of 34 essays, some of the worlds
leading criminologists respond to a series of questions designed to investigate
the state, impact and future challenges of the discipline: What is criminology for?
What is the impact of criminology? How should criminology be done? What are
the key issues and debates in criminology today? What challenges does the
discipline of criminology face? How has criminology as a discipline changed over
the last few decades? The resulting essays identify a series of intellectual,
methodological and ideological borders. Borders, in criminology as elsewhere,
are policed, yet they are also frequently transgressed; criminologists can and do
move across them to plunder, admire, or learn from other regions. While some
boundaries may be more difficult or dangerous to cross than others it is rare to
find an entirely secluded locale or community. In traversing ideological, political,
geographical and disciplinary borders, criminologists bring training, tools and
concepts, as well as key texts to share with foreigners. From such exchanges,
over time, borders may break down, shift, or spring up, enriching those who take
the journey and those who are visited. It is, in other words, in criminologys
capacity for and commitment to reflexivity, on which the strength of the field
depends.
Think Criminology strives to spark students’ interest in the fascinating and
rapidly changing field of criminology. Designed to promote student learning and
stimulate critical thinking, this text demonstrates how understanding
criminological theories and differentiating between different types of crime will
serve them well as future law enforcement professionals, citizens, and
consumers of mass media. Developed for today’s generation, Think Criminology
effectively guides students through a critical thinking framework to move beyond
rote memorization of facts to better understand criminological theory and how it
applies to crime. Think Criminology engages students of this generation
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CRITICALLY and ACTIVELY in the classroom and in their world.
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